Liposarcomas of the mediastinum
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Abstract: Liposarcoma is a malignant tumor of adipocytic differentiation that rarely arises within the mediastinum. Most of the existing data available comes from scattered case reports and a few small series. The World Health Organization (WHO) recognizes four basic types of liposarcoma: well-differentiated/atypical lipomatous tumor (ALT), dedifferentiated, myxoid and pleomorphic liposarcoma (PLS). All of these liposarcoma subtypes have been recorded to occur within the mediastinum. On morphologic grounds liposarcoma can present a challenge for diagnosis as it can be difficult to distinguish from benign adipocytic neoplasms, or in the case of dedifferentiated liposarcoma (DDLS), from virtually any other type of sarcoma. Molecularly the most common subtypes of liposarcoma are characterized by specific, recurrent genetic alterations involving amplification events of MDM2 and CDK4 in well-differentiated liposarcoma (WDL) and a recurrent t(12;16)(q13;p11) in myxoid liposarcoma (MLS). MDM2 and CDK4 amplification can be assessed by immunohistochemistry, fluorescence in situ hybridization, or molecular techniques that evaluate copy number alterations and amplifications such as array based assays and next generation sequencing (NGS). In addition to WDL and MLS, a few additional rare subtypes of liposarcoma may occur in the mediastinum including PLS, myxoid WDL, thymoliposarcoma, and sclerosing high-grade liposarcoma. The present review will focus on the clinicopathologic features of the various histologic types of liposarcoma described in the mediastinum and their differential diagnosis. Data is derived from review of the largest series published in the more recent literature on these tumors.
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Introduction

Liposarcoma is one of the most common tumors to arise from the soft tissues in humans; yet, such tumors originating from the mediastinal compartment are relatively rare. Because of their rarity, most reported cases are single case reports with only few large series recorded in the literature, some of them encompassing tumors arising from all intrathoracic organs including lung, pleura and mediastinum (1-6). It appears from review of the literature that all histologic types of liposarcoma may arise as a primary tumor in the mediastinum. Metastases of liposarcoma to the mediastinum have also been reported but appear to be even less common than primary mediastinal liposarcomas. The latter require a thorough clinical history to distinguish them from primary mediastinal liposarcomas. The World Health Organization (WHO) recognizes four basic types of liposarcoma: well-differentiated/atypical lipomatous tumor (WDL/ALT), dedifferentiated, myxoid and pleomorphic liposarcoma (PLS) (7). All four types of liposarcoma have been recorded as primary tumors in the mediastinum and all have been observed in most mediastinal
compartment. In addition, a few unusual variants have also been described in the mediastinum including PLS, myxoid well-differentiated liposarcoma, thymoliposarcoma, and sclerosing high-grade liposarcoma (1-6). In recent years, our understanding of these tumors has exponentially increased as molecular techniques have permitted better delineation of their oncogenic mechanisms. The molecular landscape of liposarcoma is defined primarily by two basic mechanisms of tumorigenesis. Well-differentiated/ALT and dedifferentiated liposarcomas (DDLS) are characterized by supernumerary ring and marker chromosomes that contain amplified sequences of chromosome region 12q13-15, including genes such as MDM2, CDK4 and CPM (8,9). Myxoid liposarcoma (MLS), on the other hand, follows a different oncogenic mechanism and is characterized by a t(12;16)(q13;p11), which leads to the formation of a fusion oncogene: FUS-DDIT3 (DDIT3 was formerly known as CHOP) in 95% of cases or an EWSR1-DDIT3 in about 5% of cases (10-12). PLS, a rare subtype of liposarcoma, is characterized primarily by genomic instability with various complex cytogenetic alterations, although some studies have shown some of these cytogenetic alterations occur more often than others (7). When recurrent alterations are present, they can routinely be detected by cytogenetic and molecular testing including fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH), array based techniques, polymerase chain reaction (PCR) based assays, and next generation sequencing (NGS) greatly enhancing our capability for diagnosing these tumors. The present review will focus on the clinicopathologic features of the various histologic types of liposarcoma described in the mediastinum and their differential diagnosis. Data is derived from review of the largest series published in the more recent literature on these tumors (1-4).

**WDL/ALT**

WDL/ALT is a low-grade adipocytic malignancy that most commonly arises in the deep soft tissues of the extremities, inguinal region and retroperitoneum (7). The tumors are characterized by a proliferation of mostly mature adipose tissue admixed with scattered atypical lipoblastic cells. WDL/ALT is the most common type of liposarcoma in the mediastinum. Review of the more recent literature indicates that mediastinal WDL/ALT is more frequent in the anterior compartment than in other areas of the mediastinum (Table 1) (1-4). It more often affects middle aged to elderly adults but is also one of the most common types of mediastinal sarcomas in children (1). The tumors show a slight predilection for men (M/F: 1.3:1). Most tumors seem to arise from the soft tissues in the mediastinum, unrelated to any of the surrounding structures, but tumors clearly originating within the thymus (i.e., primary thymic liposarcoma) have also been rarely documented (1,13). Five cases in the series of anterior mediastinal liposarcomas by Klimstra et al. (1) were said to contain residual involuting thymic tissue adjacent to the tumor, and in two cases thymic tissue could be identified within the tumor. Pericardial adipose tissue is another possible primary site for mediastinal liposarcomas and at least one case has been reported in that location (14). The tumors tend to show an expansile rather than infiltrative growth pattern and may be encapsulated and well-circumscribed. Size may vary from 5 to 40 cm; in the study by Klimstra et al. the mean size was 15.7 cm (1). Some tumors are asymptomatic and discovered incidentally on routine chest X-rays or on CT scans done for other causes; when symptomatic the tumors present with respiratory symptoms due to compression of the lung and airways. The clinical behavior of these tumors is usually characterized by multiple recurrences, with death ensuing after many years due to compromise of local structures (1). Review of the recent literature shows that 20/28 patients with follow-up were alive without evidence of disease between 7-123 months; 4/28 patients were alive with disease between 50–101 months, and 4/28 patients died of their tumors between 11–51 months (Table 1).

The histologic features of WDL/ALT in the mediastinum recapitulate that of their counterpart in other locations. The majority of the reported tumors are of the “adipocytic” or “lipomatous” variety, characterized by a predominance of mature adipose tissue containing scattered atypical lipoblastic cells (Figure 1A,B). The lipoblasts display large, often hyperchromatic nuclei with multivacuolated cytoplasm; the atypical lipoblastic cells can often be found within fibrous septa in the tumor (1-4,7). Multinucleated and floret-type cells are less commonly encountered. One case reported in the series by Hahn et al. was of the sclerosing type, characterized by abundant collagen stromal deposition harboring multinucleated and mononuclear vacuolated lipoblasts (Figure 1C,D) (2). Six cases in the study by Klimstra et al. showed a prominent inflammatory component with hyperplastic lymphoid follicles that often obscured the neoplastic elements (1). Such tumors can pose a challenge for diagnosis in small biopsy samples in which the better-differentiated adipocytic
Table 1 Clinicopathologic features of well-differentiated/atypical lipomatous tumors (WDL/ALT) of the mediastinum from the 4 largest series in the literature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>No. of cases</th>
<th>Mediastinal compartment distribution</th>
<th>No. of cases per gender</th>
<th>Size (cm)</th>
<th>Histology</th>
<th>Clinical follow-up (months)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Klimstra et al. (1)</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Anterior (all)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>6–40</td>
<td>Classical with focal areas of sclerosis; 1 case had metaplastic bone; 6 cases had prominent inflammatory component with lymphoid follicles</td>
<td>4 ANED [18]; 3 AWD [50]; 3 DOD [51]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hahn et al. (2)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Anterior [3]; posterior [4]; unstated [3]</td>
<td>M5/F5</td>
<td>5.3–35.6</td>
<td>5 cases were conventional adipocytic WDL/ALT; 3 cases were “spindle cell” type; 1 case was sclerosing, and 3 cases showed abundant myxoid stroma (myxoid WDL/ALT)</td>
<td>5 ANED [18–53]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boland et al. (3)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Anterior [2]; posterior [3]; middle [1]; superior [1]; multifocal [1]</td>
<td>M4/F4</td>
<td>8–30</td>
<td>5 cases conventional WDL/ALT; 3 cases lipoleiomyosarcoma; 2 cases showed abundant myxoid stroma (myxoid WDL/ALT)</td>
<td>6 ANED [11–252]; 1 AWD [101]; 1 DOD [11, unresectable]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ortega et al. (4)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Posterior (all)</td>
<td>M7/F3</td>
<td>6–23</td>
<td>9 cases conventional WDL/ALT; 1 case lipoleiomyosarcoma</td>
<td>5 ANED [7–25]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ANED, alive with no evidence of disease; AWD, alive with disease; DOD, dead of disease; M, male; F, female; Clinical follow-up, status and survival in months after diagnosis in case for whom survival information was available.

Figure 1 Well-differentiated liposarcoma/atypical lipomatous tumor. (A) WDL/ALT is characterized on scanning magnification by a close resemblance to normal adipose tissue, except scattered larger, atypical cells with enlarged nuclei can be seen admixed with the fat [10× magnification, Hematoxylin and eosin stain (H&E)]; (B) higher magnification of WDL/ALT shows atypical lipoblastic cells with enlarged, hyperchromatic nuclei and cytoplasmic vacuoles (40× magnification, H&E); (C) sclerosing variant of WDL/ALT shows entrapment of fat by broad bands of fibrous connective tissue (4× magnification, H&E); (D) higher magnification of sclerosing WDL/ALT shows fibrous bands containing large, hyperchromatic atypical cells (20× magnification, H&E).
components may not be readily recognized due to sampling. Three cases in the study by Hahn et al. were of the “spindle cell type”, characterized by bland neural-like spindle cells in a variably myxoid matrix admixed with areas of adipocytic WDL (2). Such cases present a challenge for diagnosis since a variety of soft tissue spindle cell tumors can harbor an adipocytic component despite not being liposarcomas (such as “lipomatous hemangiopericytoma”/lipomatous solitary fibrous tumor); cases with such features require molecular testing to support the diagnosis by demonstrating amplification of MDM2 prior to rendering a diagnosis of WDL. In a study by Sioletic et al., five cases corresponded to a variant of WDL/ALT characterized by an abundance of myxoid stroma, closely resembling MLS (Figure 2A,B) (15). The mimicry of these tumors with MLS can be quite striking, down to the “chicken-wire” pattern of vasculature; however, they almost always contain areas of conventional adipocytic WDL/ALT, a feature that is not expected to occur in true MLS. A simple way to distinguish between the two is by immunohistochemistry; these tumors show scattered nuclear positivity for MDM2, unlike true MLS which is negative for this marker (Figure 2C). Confirmation by FISH (or other assays that can detect copy number alterations and fusions) for MDM2 amplification or DDIT3 rearrangement allows for confident separation of true MLS from this mimic. Four other reported cases in the literature corresponded to another unusual variant of WDL/ALT showing biphenotypic differentiation, in which in addition to the well-differentiated liposarcomatous component, the tumors also contained areas of smooth muscle differentiation (“lipoleiomyosarcoma”) (Figure 3A) (16-18). These cases can also pose a diagnostic challenge on small biopsy samples in which only the smooth muscle component is identified leading to a misdiagnosis of leiomyoma or leiomyosarcoma. When evaluating core biopsies of large masses in the mediastinum or retroperitoneum it is always advisable to include a stain for MDM2 in the panel given that lipoleiomyosarcoma will show nuclear positivity for MDM2 along with the expression of smooth muscle-associated markers, unlike primary smooth muscle tumors which are negative for MDM2 (Figure 3B,C).

The role of immunohistochemistry and molecular pathology has been amply studied in these tumors. Immunostaining for MDM2, CDK4 and p16 is valuable for distinguishing WDL/ALT from atypical lipomas and conventional benign lipomas, which are generally negative.

**Figure 2** Prominent myxoid stroma in well-differentiated liposarcoma/ataypical lipomatous tumor. (A) WDL/ALT with prominent myxoid stroma shows small islands of lipoma-like WDL admixed with areas containing abundant myxoid stroma (4× magnification, H&E); (B) higher magnification of WDL/ALT with myxoid stroma highlights the close resemblance of this tumor with myxoid liposarcoma, including a branching pattern of vessels (10× magnification, H&E); (C) immunohistochemical stain for MDM2 in WDL/ALT with myxoid stroma shows scattered nuclear positivity in the tumor cells, a pattern of staining that should not be seen in myxoid liposarcoma (10× magnification, MDM2 immunohistochemistry).
for these markers (9,19). Although some studies have found a good correlation between MDM2 immunohistochemistry and amplification of MDM2 by FISH or PCR, false-negative immunohistochemistry does occur (20). In cases in which there is a significant suspicion of malignancy it is always advisable confirm the immunohistochemical findings with cytogenetic or molecular techniques to rule out false negative IHC.

DDLS

DDLS is defined by the WHO as a WDL containing a non-lipogenic sarcomatous component that may be either low or high-grade (7). The most common location for these tumors is the retroperitoneum, followed by the extremities (7). DDLS is the second most common type of liposarcoma of the mediastinum and shows an equal distribution between the anterior and the posterior mediastinal compartment (Table 2) (1-4). The tumors are more common in adults and have an equal gender distribution. Tumor size varies from 9–61 cm, but most are large at initial diagnosis and present with symptoms due to compression of surrounding structures. The behavior of DDLS is generally regarded as intermediate between WDL/ALT and PLS; mediastinal DDLS seem to follow the same rule. In reviewing the largest series (Table 2), 8/12 patients with follow-up were alive without evidence of disease between 6–60 months; 2 patients were alive with disease between 12–72 months, and 1 patient died of disease at 34 months. Unfortunately, the follow-up periods for these cases was short and no long-term follow-up was available; it is thus likely that longer clinical follow-up may disclose similar behavior as in the retroperitoneum where most of these tumors show local recurrences in patients who are followed for more than 10 years. Distant metastases are rare in DDLS and overall mortality has been cited between 28–30% at 5 years (7). A curious finding observed in the retroperitoneum is that the grade of the dedifferentiated component does not appear to influence prognosis and tumors with both low-grade and high-grade dedifferentiated components behave in a similar fashion, although it remains to be determined if the same situation applies to mediastinal tumors. It is also of interest that despite the high-grade morphology, DDLS appear to observe a much more indolent behavior than other sarcomas with comparable high-grade morphology, underscoring the importance for making the correct diagnosis (7).

The histology of DDLS within the mediastinum can be quite variable depending on the composition of the dedifferentiated component. Eight out of 17 cases from the four largest series summarized in Table 2 showed a dedifferentiated component with low-grade histology;
Table 2 Clinicopathologic features of dedifferentiated liposarcoma (DDLS) of the mediastinum from the 4 largest series in the literature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>No. of cases</th>
<th>Mediastinal compartment distribution</th>
<th>No. of cases per gender</th>
<th>Size (cm)</th>
<th>Histology</th>
<th>Clinical follow-up (months)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Klimstra et al. (1)</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hahn et al. (2)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Anterior [4]; posterior [1]; unstated [3]</td>
<td>M5/F3</td>
<td>14–61</td>
<td>3 case were low-grade and 5 cases were high-grade DDLS; 1 case with meningotheial whorls and 2 cases with metaplastic ossification</td>
<td>4 ANED [30–51]; 1 DOD [34]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boland et al. (3)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Anterior [2]; posterior [2]; middle [1]; multifocal [1]</td>
<td>M2/F4</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>4 cases were high grade, 1 with heterologous osteosarcoma; 2 cases were low-grade, one of them with meningotheial whorls and calcifications</td>
<td>1 ANED [60]; 2 AWD [12–72]; 1 DOD [334]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ortega et al. (4)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Posterior (all)</td>
<td>M2/F1</td>
<td>9–23</td>
<td>All cases were low-grade DDLS; 1 case had additional smooth muscle component (lipoleiomyosarcoma)</td>
<td>3 ANED [6–24]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ANED, alive with no evidence of disease; AWD, alive with disease; DOD, dead of disease; N/A, not available; M, male; F, female; Clinical follow-up, status and survival in months after diagnosis in case for whom survival information was available.

9 cases were high-grade; and 1 case showed smooth muscle differentiation (lipoleiomyosarcoma). The low-grade dedifferentiated component most often presents as a relatively bland proliferation of fibroblast-like spindle cells with mild nuclear atypia (Figure 4A,B). Two cases also showed metaplastic ossification. One case in Boland’s series and one case in Hahn’s series displayed an unusual but highly distinctive feature characterized by meningotheial-like whors, a feature that has been previously documented in retroperitoneal locations (Figure 4C) (2,3). The case with smooth muscle differentiation showed a low-grade fascicular proliferation with expression of smooth muscle markers reminiscent of well-differentiated leiomyosarcoma. The high-grade cases showed features reminiscent of undifferentiated pleomorphic sarcoma or high-grade myxofibrosarcoma (Figure 4D). One case in the Boland et al. series contained heterologous osteosarcomatous elements (3). Interestingly, not all cases of DDLS are associated with a low-grade conventional WDL/ALT component, and the diagnosis in such cases requires cytogenetic or molecular confirmation of MDM2 amplification to establish the diagnosis. Of the mediastinal cases summarized in Table 2, three cases in the Boland et al. (3) series were confirmed by FISH, and three cases in the Ortega et al. (4) series had positive immunostaining for MDM2; however none of the cases in the series by Hahn et al. (2) were studied by either FISH or IHC for MDM2.

Like WDL, the diagnosis of DDLS is facilitated using antibodies for MDM2, which will show scattered nuclear positivity in the spindle cells of the non-lipogenic component as well as in the neoplastic adipocytic component (Figure 4E). Because the low-grade form of DDLS can have a wide spectrum of morphologic appearances, cases associated with a relatively bland spindle cell proliferation with prominent stromal sclerosis may be confused for solitary fibrous tumor. A caveat to keep in mind in such cases is that STAT6, an immunohistochemical marker that identifies the gene product of the NAB2-STAT6 fusion oncogene (considered to be diagnostic of solitary fibrous tumor) can also be expressed and amplified in a subset of DDLS, including low-grade and high-grade DDLS, a feature that should be kept in mind for the differential diagnosis of these tumors (21).

**MLS**

MLS is a special variant of liposarcoma characterized by a prominent myxoid matrix. It differs from conventional liposarcomas in that well-differentiated areas composed of mature or normal-appearing adipocytic elements are not a feature of these tumors; instead, the tumor is composed of scattered round to oval-shaped non-lipogenic small cells admixed with a variable number of signet-ring lipoblasts and embedded in abundant myxoid stroma (7). The tumor cells in MLS may also have a vaguely spindled appearance to them (7). The stroma generally displays a very distinctive branching pattern of small vessels that has been likened to a chicken-wire fence. Another distinctive feature of these tumors is that it follows a different oncogenic pathway than WDL/ALT. MLS is characterized by an FUS-DDIT3 or, less commonly, an EWSR1-DDIT3 rearrangement (22,23). Progression of tumorigenesis in these tumors leads to a...
Figure 4 Low- and high-grade dedifferentiated liposarcoma. (A) Low-grade DDLS shows a solid proliferation of bland spindle cells embedded in collagenous stroma (top) adjacent to area of well-differentiated lipomatous tumor (4× magnification, H&E); (B) higher magnification of low-grade DDLS shows mildly atypical non-lipogenic spindle cell proliferation (20× magnification, H&E); (C) low-grade DDLS shows distinctive whorling pattern of tumor cells resembling meningioma (20× magnification, H&E); (D) high-grade DDLS shows transitions between atypical lipomatous tumor and high-grade sarcoma (4× magnification, H&E); (E) MDM2 immunohistochemical stain in spindle cell component of low-grade DDLS shows scattered nuclear positivity for MDM2 in the tumor cells (20× magnification, MDM2 immunohistochemistry).

highly cellular variant that was called in the past “round cell liposarcoma”, but is currently accepted as a high-grade, poorly differentiated variant of the same tumor (7). MLS is one of the least common types of liposarcomas in adults but is quite common in children (24). MLS appears to be the least common type of liposarcoma arising in the mediastinum; in the 4 largest series, 14/90 total cases corresponded to this histotype, although that number may likely be lower given that some of the cases may have corresponded to the myxoid variant of WDL/ALT which...
had not yet been described at the time of publication of at least 3 of those studies (1-3). The majority of the tumors were located in the anterior mediastinum (9 cases) and 5 cases were in the posterior mediastinum. Gender distribution was approximately equal (4 men, 3 women) and the size tended to be smaller than WDL/ALT and DDLS; although one case in the series by Hahn et al. measured 20 cm (2). Given that none of the cases in their series were studied by immunohistochemistry or FISH, it is possible that the latter case also corresponded to a myxoid variant of WDL/ALT. The clinical behavior of MLS can be quite variable depending on the grade of the tumor, with the higher grades showing a more aggressive behavior. All MLS are associated with metastatic potential. Of the cases reviewed in Table 3, 5 patients were alive with no evidence of disease at 38 months; 1 was alive with disease at 36 months (3 years old child), and 8 were dead of disease between 4–72 months. The two cases reported by Boland et al. suffered multiple recurrences but no metastases; both patients eventually died with disease (3). The two cases reported by Hahn et al. did not show any recurrences or metastases; one patient with low-grade MLS was alive with no evidence of disease at 36 months; the patient with high-grade MLS was lost to follow up (2). Two patients in the study by Ortega et al. showed widespread metastases to lung, pleura, chest wall, ovaries, thyroid, pancreas and pituitary and died between 3 months and 4 years after diagnosis (4).

The histology of low-grade MLS is characterized by sheets of small round to oval cells with small nuclei, scant cytoplasm and very low mitotic activity (Figure 5A). Scattered signet-ring cell lipoblasts are identified in most cases. The cells are suspended in an abundant myxoid stroma that contains an arborizing network of delicate small branching vessels resembling chicken wire (Figure 5B). Pools of mucin flanked by tumor cells are seen in some cases resembling lymphangioma and are commonly referred to as the “pulmonary edema” pattern. Out of 14 cases reviewed from the recent literature (Table 3), 10 were of low-grade (paucicellular) histology. Four cases were of high-grade histology with a predominant hypercellular, round cell component. The high-grade tumors showed compact sheets of round blue cells with round nuclei containing small nucleoli and scant cytoplasm (Figure 5C). The stroma varied from areas that were myxoid to hypercellular areas devoid of any myxoid stroma; transitions between hypercellular areas composed entirely of small round blue cells and areas that were myxoid could be often encountered (Figure 5D). The differential diagnosis for these tumors includes other forms of small round blue cell sarcomas involving the mediastinum, including embryonal rhabdomyosarcoma, Ewing's sarcoma and variants, and other small round blue cell tumors such as lymphoma, neuroblastoma and small cell carcinoma. Immunohistochemistry is not of great help for the diagnosis and only serves to rule out some of the alternate possibilities; the low-grade tumors usually show positivity for vimentin and S-100 protein but are negative for all other markers. The most reliable ancillary techniques for diagnosis are cytogenetic or molecular testing with FISH and NGS, which will identify the recurrent FUS-DDIT3 or EWSR1-DDIT3 fusions (22,23).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>No. of cases</th>
<th>Medialinal compartment distribution</th>
<th>No. cases per gender</th>
<th>Size (cm)</th>
<th>Histology</th>
<th>Clinical follow-up (months)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Klimstra et al. (1)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Anterior (all)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>All cases low-grade (no round cell component)</td>
<td>5 ANED [38]; 4 DOD [15]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hahn et al. (2)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Anterior [1]; posterior [1]</td>
<td>M2</td>
<td>20 (in a 3-year-old child)</td>
<td>1 case was low grade MLS and 1 case was high-grade with round cell component</td>
<td>1 AWD (36, in a 3 years old child)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boland et al. (3)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Anterior [1]; Posterior [1]</td>
<td>M1/F1</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>All cases low-grade (no round cell component)</td>
<td>2 DOD [58–72]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ortega et al. (4)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Posterior (all)</td>
<td>M1/F2</td>
<td>6–12</td>
<td>All 3 cases were high-grade with prominent round cell component</td>
<td>2 DOD [4–36]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ANED, alive with no evidence of disease; AWD, alive with disease; DOD, dead of disease; N/A, not available; M, male; F, female; Clinical follow-up, status and survival in months after diagnosis in case for whom survival information was available.
PLS is the rarest type of liposarcoma in the soft tissues and represents a high-grade, poorly differentiated malignancy with generally poor outcome. The tumor has been defined as a high-grade pleomorphic sarcoma that contains a variable number of pleomorphic lipoblasts in the absence of a WDL/ALT component (Figure 6A,B) (7). Tumors with identical features in which WDL/ALT can be identified are currently classified as the “homologous” variant of high-grade DDLS (25-27). The tumors preferentially arise in elderly patients and most cases have been described in the extremities. Mediastinal locations are rare; in the four largest reported series they accounted for 17% of all cases of mediastinal liposarcomas (Table 4), an incidence that is slightly higher than for soft tissue liposarcomas in general (1-4). The tumors occurred in the anterior mediastinum in 8 cases, posterior mediastinum in 4, middle mediastinum in 1, and was multifocal in 1 case. There was an approximately equal gender distribution and they varied in size from 2.2–19 cm. PLS is an aggressive malignancy with high incidence of recurrence and metastases and an overall 5-year survival of 60% (28,29). In the four largest series of mediastinal liposarcomas reviewed, 2 patients were alive with disease at 12 months; 4 were alive with disease from 3–12 months, and 5 died of tumor (survival times not available for most of them). It should be pointed out, however, that most of the cases reported in the mediastinum have had very limited follow-up periods making it difficult to evaluate their true biologic behavior. Difficulty in the diagnosis of PLS stems from the lack of definitive criteria that can lead to variability in the interpretation even amongst bone and soft tissue pathologists. This is borne out in the published literature by the wide variability of the histologic descriptions for these tumors (1-4). The
cases presented in the larger published series (Table 4) ranged from tumors with predominance of spindle cells and necrosis, with widespread anaplasia and scattered atypical lipoblasts, to cases resembling myxofibrosarcoma containing a few scattered lipoblasts, to tumors resembling undifferentiated pleomorphic sarcomas with lipoblasts. The series by Boland et al. also included one case of epithelioid PLS (3). Unfortunately, many poorly differentiated malignancies can contain atypical pleomorphic cells with cyttoplasmic vacuolation that can closely resemble lipoblasts and this finding may result from radiation-induced changes, degenerative changes, or may be simple mimics, ie so called “lipoblast-like” cells. Determining whether such cells correspond to “atypical/pleomorphic lipoblasts” or simply represent pleomorphic malignant cells with secondary cytoplasmic vacuolation or degenerative changes can be highly arbitrary. This issue is compounded by the fact that there are no distinctive immunohistochemical markers currently associated with these tumors to facilitate the diagnosis. The genetic profile of PLS closely resembles that of other high-grade pleomorphic sarcomas, with complex karyotypes and frequent gains of many chromosomal regions. Although some studies have shown an increased rate of TP53 mutations and deletions of 12q14.2-q14.3 (containing RB1), these changes often occur in the background of exceedingly complex karyotypes that will resemble other poorly differentiated high-grade sarcomas (29-32). PLS does not exhibit amplification of MDM2.

Figure 6 Nuclear atypia in pleomorphic liposarcoma. (A) Pleomorphic liposarcoma shows sheets of large pleomorphic tumor cells resembling undifferentiated pleomorphic sarcoma (40x magnification, H&E); (B) higher magnification of pleomorphic liposarcoma shows a large multivacuolated lipoblast (center); identification of these cells is indispensable for the diagnosis (40x magnification, H&E).

Table 4 Clinicopathologic features of pleomorphic liposarcoma (PLS) of the mediastinum from the 4 largest series in the literature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>No. of cases</th>
<th>Mediastinal compartment distribution</th>
<th>No. cases per gender</th>
<th>Size (cm)</th>
<th>Histology</th>
<th>Clinical follow-up (months)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Klimstra et al. (1)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Anterior (all)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Predominance of spindle cells with necrosis, widespread anaplasia and scattered atypical lipoblasts, numerous mitoses</td>
<td>2 ANED [12]; 1 AWD [4]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hahn et al. (2)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Anterior [2]; posterior [1]; unstated [1]</td>
<td>M1/F3</td>
<td>2.2–19</td>
<td>2 cases had prominent areas resembling myxofibrosarcoma</td>
<td>1 DOD [17]; 1 AWD [12]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boland et al. (3)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Anterior [3]; posterior [1]; middle [1]; multifocal [1]; pleural space [1]</td>
<td>M5/F2</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>3 conventional PLS with undifferentiated pleomorphic sarcoma component; 1 epithelioid pleomorphic liposarcoma; and 3 pleomorphic liposarcoma with myxoid features</td>
<td>4 DOD (survival N/A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ortega et al. (4)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Posterior (all)</td>
<td>M1/F1</td>
<td>9–14</td>
<td>Both conventional pleomorphic PLS</td>
<td>2 AWD [3–4]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ANED, alive with no evidence of disease; AWD, alive with disease; DOD, dead of disease; N/A, not available; M, male; F, female; Clinical follow-up, status and survival in months after diagnosis in case for whom survival information was available.
or CDK4 and lacks the FUS-DDIT3 or EWSR1-DDIT3 fusion genes, however it generally does not enter the differential of WDL or MLS and may only have to be distinguished from a de-differentiated liposarcoma with high grade features. While identification of RB1 and TP53 alterations may provide some additional information about the differentiation of the tumor, cytogenetic and molecular techniques are less commonly used in routine clinical practice in the diagnosis of PLS.

Other rare types of mediastinal liposarcomas

A series of unusual variants of liposarcoma that do not fit into any of the previous categories have been described over the years that deserve brief separate mention. These include thymoliposarcoma, lipoleiomyosarcoma, myxoid WDL, epithelioid PLS, pleomorphic MLS, and sclerosing high-grade liposarcoma.

Thymoliposarcoma

This is a term coined by Havlíček and Rosai in which a WDL appears to be arising within the stromal fatty compartment of the thymus; it was therefore interpreted as a true primary liposarcoma arising from the thymus (Figure 7A,B) (13). A few additional cases have been reported in the literature that were interpreted as originating from thymic stroma, however, none have been studied using modern genetic molecular techniques. So far only three cases fitting the description of Havlíček and Rosai have been reported (1,13). This tumor appears to have a similar natural history as conventional WDL/ALT, with late recurrences and occasional fatal outcome (13).

Lipoleiomyosarcoma

This represents a tumor displaying an unusual biphenotypic pattern of differentiation composed of an admixture within the same neoplasm of WDL/ALT elements and areas showing evidence of smooth muscle differentiation (16-18). A few rare cases have been described in addition to the few cases presented in Table 1. Gómez-Román et al. and Folpe et al. reported one case each in the mediastinum showing these features (18,33). More recently Weissferdt et al. reported 3 cases of lipomatous mediastinal tumors with muscle differentiation, two of which were liposarcomas and one a thymolipoma (34). The myogenic differentiation can be of either smooth or skeletal muscle type in these tumors (35,36). Myogenic differentiation can occur in both WDL/ALT and in DDLS. In our study of liposarcomas of the posterior mediastinum, one case of DDLS was of lipoleiomyosarcoma type; MDM2 immunohistochemistry was positive in both the conventional WDL/ALT component and in the smooth muscle component (4). The smooth muscle component in such tumors is generally well-differentiated with minimal cytologic atypia and mitotic activity. The biologic behavior is similar to other DDLS (18). Given that the dedifferentiated components of DDLS can recapitulate numerous other tissue types including fibrous tissue, smooth muscle, and neural tissue as well as heterologous elements like bone and...
cartilage, it is possible that this tumor type simply represents a DDLS with a “differentiated”-dedifferentiated component resembling smooth muscle.

**Myxoid WDL**

This is a relatively recently described variant of WDL/ALT that is characterized by prominent areas displaying abundant myxoid changes with a chicken-wire pattern of stromal vessels that can be easily mistaken for low-grade MLS (15). In the four largest series, 5 cases showed features consistent with this tumor, although it is likely that some of the cases included under the diagnosis of “myxoid liposarcoma” in some of the older studies might have corresponded to this variant of WDL/ALT (3,36,37). This tumor represents a common pitfall for diagnosis and is likely to be more common than is presently recognized. The diagnosis is made by demonstrating MDM2 immunostaining of the tumor cells or amplification of MDM2 by FISH, an event that does not occur in true MLS (15). Another clue to the diagnosis is the presence of areas of conventional WDL/ALT admixed and transitioning with the myxoid areas, a finding that is not observed in true MLS.

**Epithelioid PLS**

This is an extremely rare variant of liposarcoma described by Miettinen and Enzinger that is characterized by sheets of epithelioid cells with only occasional atypical scattered lipoblastic cells present, and which can simulate a metastasis from an epithelial malignancy (38). The tumor cells can have large lipid filled vacuoles and can also show focally signet-ring cell morphology. The resemblance with carcinoma is enhanced due to reactivity for cytokeratin antibodies in up to 50% of cases (38). At least 3 cases have been described in mediastinal location; one of the patients for whom clinical follow-up was available died of disease at 2 months post excision (3,39,40). A cytogenetic study using FISH by Wang et al. demonstrated absence of amplification for MDM2 in this variant of liposarcoma in a large series of these tumors (41). Identification of scattered lipoblasts is indispensable for the diagnosis.

**Pleomorphic MLS**

This is a designation proposed by Alaggio et al. for tumors preferentially arising in teenagers and young adults that are characterized by hypocellular myxoid areas that mimic MLS admixed with areas of more typical PLS (42). Such tumors seem to have a predilection for the mediastinum in young patients and are associated with a poor prognosis (3). Although these tumors were initially considered to be a variant of MLS, evidence of DDIT3 rearrangements have not yet been demonstrated (3). Making the distinction between this tumor and a conventional PLS with myxoid stroma or myxofibrosarcomatous features can often be arbitrary, the only distinguishing argument being that pleomorphic MLS is more common in children and young adults. The prognosis is very similar to PLS in adults.

**Sclerosing high-grade liposarcoma**

This is a very unusual variant of PLS described by Suster and Morrison that is characterized by extensive stromal sclerosis containing numerous scattered atypical multivacuolated lipoblasts (43). The study included 8 cases presenting in the retroperitoneum, retropubic space, arm and spermatic cord in 4 men and 4 women aged 39–90 years (43). Although no cases were identified in the mediastinum, we have since seen a case arising within the mediastinum of a 65-year-old woman; the tumor showed extensive stromal sclerosis with numerous singly scattered atypical lipoblastic cells with multiple cytoplasmic vacuoles; areas of more conventional PLS composed of a cellular pleomorphic high grade sarcoma with scattered lipoblasts were also present in some sections. In the original study, 4 cases arose de novo and 4 represented recurrences of tumors that had been previously diagnosed as conventional liposarcoma (41). It was postulated that the tumors may represent an end-stage pathway for various types of liposarcomas.

**Summary**

Mediastinal liposarcomas comprise a heterogeneous group of tumors with diverse morphology that have the potential for highly aggressive behavior and patient death caused by tumor. Correct diagnosis is of importance for appropriate choice of therapy. Immunohistochemistry can be of assistance in WDL/ALT and DDLS with the use of antibodies for MDM2, although confirmation of amplification of MDM2 is always advisable in equivocal cases. The myxoid variant of liposarcoma may be harder to identify in some instances, particularly the hypercellular variant, and may require molecular testing to demonstrate the DDIT3 gene rearrangement. PLS remains an elusive
diagnosis that may occasionally be arbitrarily applied due to the lack of distinct a molecular signature or immunohistochemical profile, and which will require further studies to better delineate its diagnostic criteria. A significant number of unusual variants or less common variants have also been described which require awareness for proper identification.
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